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PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

• First description by Von Volkmann in
1881

• Pressure increases within a confined
closed fascial space => reduced blood
flow and tissue perfusion => ischemia
soft-tissue damage => necrosis

• Ischaemia => tissue membrane damage
and leakage of fluid through capillary
and muscle membranes.

• Tissue damage begins after 4 hours of
ischemic time and may be permanent by
8 hours

• True orthopedic emergency = emergent
fasciotomy => favorable outcome if not
delayed



• Trauma : in an osseofascial compartment of the leg or forearm, but it may 
occur in the upper arm, thigh, foot, hand

• Non trauma

– Surgery : osteotomies, fracture

– Reperfusion, ischaemia, burns, bites and poor positioning for 
prolonged surgical procedures (particularly lithotomy position)

Mar BJA 2008

ETIOLOGIES

Incidence
• Rare
• 0.1-10%
• Depends on etiology
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Us….



• Age = 9.7 yo (SD=5.9)

• Trauma : pedestrian vs motor
vehicles ++

• Lower leg = 60%

• Forearm = 27%

• Pressure monitoring = 68%

• Pain = 88%

• Paresthesia = 32%

• Mean time from injury to 
fasciotomy = 25,4h 

• Good outcome in 85% (>adult)

• Age = 11.7 yo (SD=7.2)

• Vascular= 28%

• Trauma = 26%

• Post op = 21%

• Exertion = 15%

• Pressure monitoring = 59%

• Pain = 85%

• Swelling = 72%

• Paresthesia = 33%

• Mean time from symptom to 
diagnosis = 48h (9-96h)

• 31% sequela



• < 3 yo (period study=15 years…)
• 15 ACS
• Average time from injury or hospital
• Admission to fasciotomy was 31.8 h

(range 2.9–136.3 h). > older…



DIAGNOSIS

• CLINICAL!

• The 5 P’s in adults

– Pain : 

• Out of proportion

• With passive stretch of muscles

• Pain at rest

– Paresthesias

– Palor

– Pulselessness (but damage has been done)

– Paralysis : pain or real ?



Broom J Child Orthop 2016, Bae J Pediatr Orthop 2001

But in children….

• Pressure, or firm compartments = 80 %
• Excess pain= 80%
• Pallor = 33 %
• Paresthesia =7 %
• Pulselessness = 40 %
• Paralysis =27 %



So in children…

• They not have the cognitive and verbal ability to provide
clinical information particularly in an extraordinary situation, 
resulting in delays in diagnosis and adequate therapy

• More difficult to achieve cooperation and communication for 
accurate assessment

=> The three A’s for children
- Anxiety
- Agitation
- Analgesic requirement : increase in frequency and dosage

Noonan KJ,J Pediatr Orthop. 2010



And the pressure?

• Absolute value ? 30 mmHg in adults
• Difference between compartment pressure and diastolic or mean arterial 

pressure?
• The compartmental perfusion pressure is the difference between the mean 

blood pressure and the compartmental pressure < 30 mmHg



Differents types of monitor
Absolute values?
Difference?
Position of the patient
Site/fracture of monitoring

Higher Pressure  
than adults

Normal pressure in children?



=> Association with clinical signs

Monitoring may increase clinical awareness and aid diagnosis in the 
presence of equivocal clinical findings. 
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And the NIRS?

Depth?
Cut-off?

Reference value?
Cost…



Which analgesia in situation at risk of ACS?

Regional
analgesia

Patient 
analgesia

opioid

VS

Anesthesiologist Surgeon



VS
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• Review: 12 cases with epidural
analgesia

• Pain in 100%  : out of proportion, 
increasing analgesic requirements

• Adults : epidural masked ACS 
because of leak of monitoring or 
motor block or expectative attitude



Femoral and adductor blocks without sciatic block….

Pain despite epidural have been stoped since 48h…..

Legs ACS / thoracic epidural……….. 

Journals of surgery…







And what about Patient Controlled Analgesia Opioids?



There is a lack of appreciation by some authors
of the importance of the pharmacology of 
epidural analgesia in the clinical presentation.





• After a serious safety event involving a failure to diagnose ACS at our in-
stitution, we identified a lack of aware- ness about ACS among physicians
and nurses and inconsistency with orders and monitoring of patients at
greatest risk for developing ACS. 

• Create a reliable system for recognition of patients at risk and monitoring 
for ACS that could withstand frequent provider turnover

• Individual interventions, including pocket card distribu- tion, electronic
medical record order set, and direct discussion by team leaders, 

• Neurovascular assessment was defined as an order for neurovascular 
assessment every 2 hours

• Proper order entry increased from 23% at baseline to 90%.



CONCLUSION

• Rare but real emergency

• Know the situation at risk

• Monitoring patients at high risk

• Education of medical and paramedical staff for supervision

– Lack of compartment pressure monitoring and inadequate assessment
and observation are the most common factors associated with a 
missed diagnosis. 

• Discussion with surgeons for analgesia strategy

– Balance risk/benefit : the optimal analgesia

– Monitoring

– Education 

– Regional anesthesia is not a contraindication

– Avoidance of dense sensory or motor block and unnecessary sensory
blockade




